I love learning!
At school, I have two favorite subjects - English and
Literature.
I learned to read when I was only 5. I adore reading! I read
many interesting books of different genres. I love literature
lessons. Our Literature teacher Marina Leonidovna tells us about
different books, and writers and does it perfectly! At the lessons
we read poems of famous poets, analyze them. To my mind,
Literature is a very creative subject, which helps us "to learn to
dream", for example when we write an essay.
Marina Leonidovna is a teacher who is able to listen and to
hear, to attract students' interest to the subject. She is a tactful and
fair teacher. She can restrain her emotions when it is necessary.
In my opinion, every Literature lesson is a discovery, which offers us an amazing world which isn’t like
a real life. When we read a book, we endure all adventures and obstacles with the hero. The teacher of
Literature helps us to feel and understand all the value of classical literature and books of famous writers.
Dostoyevsky, Pushkin, Lermontov, Gogol, Shakespeare… Their books will live forever!
English is very important in modern world. It is the
language of international communication. That is why I try to
do my best to acquire it. It is very hard but it is worth doing it!
At the English lesson we read texts, translate from English
into Russian and from Russian into English, watch English
films in original. I like it, because it is very interesting and
informative. Learning English we learn many new facts about
customs and traditions of Great Britain and all over the world.
We often work in groups and learn to communicate in English.
It is interesting and pleasant. We often try to make up funny
stories and dialogues. Sometimes we listen to music and sing
English songs. We also read and learn poems by heart. It's
never boring at the English lessons! That is why English is my
favorite lesson.
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